Chapter 9, section 3

Review the pictures in the page protectors and answer the questions below:

1) View the slave pen photograph. The pen is viewed from the perspective of someone standing outside the door. Provide a brief description.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2) Based upon your description, is it somewhere you’d like to spend the night? Explain.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3) View the slave auction block photograph. Why do you think slaves were displayed on the block?

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4) View the Sales of Estates, Pictures and Slaves in the Rotunda drawing. In the drawing, note that other goods were sold along with the slaves. What do you think this says about those slaves being sold?

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5) Slavery would end with the North victorious over the South in the __________ __________

**************************************************************************

Match each of the proper relationships:

A. __ country store/people 1. affordable only for the planter class
B. __ farmer/his family 2. easy transportation, irrigation
C. __ location of homes/water 3. information exchanged, social gathering
D. __ plantations/New Orleans 4. only males in the family had the right to this
E. __ property owners/voters 5. this institution was not in keeping with the principles of this form of government
F. __ planters/education 6. planters depend on the port city to sell their cargo
G. __ land inheritance/sons 7. often made their lives bearable
H. __ slavery/democracy 8. becomes the labor force
I. __ planters/factors 9. those who owned land had suffrage
J. __ slaves/music 10. they received a fee for their sales